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Abstract 
Every year since 1931， the year following his death， Commemorative Lecture 
Meetings of Kanzo Uchimura， a Christian reformer of Japan， have been held. This 
year it was held in Tokyo， Osaka， Kobe and other places. It has been continued 
over 35 years. This shows how great an infiuence his thought and faith had among 
his country men. Here 1 want to introduce Uchimura's views under his title， 
“Japan: lts Mission，" and also “One Day， On巴 Life"(lchinichi lsshio). The 
central thought of the reformer is a fusing of the Orient and the Occident， and 
that of the latter is Uchimura's impression as daily spiritual food quoting holy 
passages. 
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1. Introduction 
Kanzo Uchimura (1861-1930)， the author of“How 1 b巴camea Chris-
tian，" wrote about seventy kinds of books on the Bible and Christian 
faith through his various巴xperiencesof life. He was a son of a Samurai 
????
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warrior and had a strong love for his own country， but not a narrow司
minded patriotism like that of the militaristic and self-centered. He 
wanted to help his motherland rise from her paganism and to help her 
do justice for mankind. Before taking up the questions at issue， we 
have to know the points of faith of the author. The main points of 
his faith would be given as follows : 
2目 Pointsof Uchimura's Faith 
1.) Layman， A Servant of Jesus Christ. 
Uchimura's Christanity is fIrst of al that of layman Christianity. 
He became a Christian through the influence of William Smith Clark 
(1826-1886) a layman evangelist. All his life Uchimura was a layman 
believer and his preaching was also that of layman evangelist. He did 
not belong to any denomination nor church. He baptized very rarely. 
He established no church (except the Sapporo Independent Church) nor 
formed any organization of his students or fellow believers. He was 
free from formal doctrine or theology and almost ignored al ceremonies. 
For faith is life in Jesus Christ and a life can never be confIned within 
a certain system or creeds or ceremony. Therefore creeds are not the 
end or object of faith in themselves， but expressions of our fellowship 
with Christ and must not be mistaken for the object or center of our 
faith. Uchimura was rather a servant of Jesus Christ whose corn cannot 
be easily measured by the churches' own dogmatic bushel. Under the 
title，“A servant of Jesus Christ" he said as follows :1) 
A Servant of Jesus Christ. 
Paul， a servant of Jesus Christ! Truly so! A servant; not a friend， 
not a brother， nor even a disciple; but a servant， a slaveservant， one 
whose will is not his own， but his master's. Of Jesus Christ; not of 
men nor of groups of men: not of kings， nor of bishops: not of churches， 
nor of governments: not of society nor of humanity; but of Jesus Christ， 
the Son of God and the Lord of man. His business is not social service， 
nor church-service， nor government service， but solely and entirely Christ幽
service. Paul， a servant of the Lord J esus Christ; therefore an inde-
pendent， courageous， humble and kindly man; a man， who without 
serving men and society， did most to uplift， purify， and renovate the 
(12) 
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world. Oh， may 1 be like him， and be truly a servant of Jesus Christ!2) 
2.) Centering in the Cross 
His faith was cross司centered. For him， Christianity was essentially 
the religion of the Cross， itwas not only simply the religion of Christ 
but also the religion of Christ crucified. 明Thydid he especially say so ? 
Because during his life司timeas even today， many things pass for Chris司
tianity， which are not such as social service， ethical evangelism and 
international thinking， etc. He only believed in the Cross and lived 
only in the Cross. Through him， the gospel of the Cross was made 
known to the public at large in Japan on the lines of Paul-Luther-
Uchimura. 
3.) Bible Believer 
His faith was from beginning to end Biblical. The authority of his 
faith was based upon the Bible and his study was that of the Bible; his 
scienti五cand al other studies were for that end. His evangelical work 
was that of th巴 Bible. On the front page of his English Bible had been 
written in his own handwriting: “1 am firmly resolved to die in the 
study of the Scripture; in them are al my joy and al my peace." -Eras-
mus. For Uchimura， the Bible was not of churches， neither of earth nor 
flesh， but that of heaven， of mankind， of spirit， and it was his own life. 
Indeed， the Bible was his biggest weapon， with prayer， against the world. 
He firmly believed the virgin birth， resurrection， miracles， the Trinity， 
heaven， the future life， judgment and Second Advent of Christ， etc. He 
boldly lived in them and boldly preached them and never hesitated to 
do so. The authority and might of his preaching came from this faith. 
Uchimura mentioned under the title“Unity of the Bible" the fol-
lowing statement: 
Unity of the Bible 
Is the Bible literature or a book? lt is literature， says the modern 
criticism; it is a bookフsaysthe Christian experience. To the Christian， 
the Bible is a single book， as certainly as is Hamlet or Divina 
Commedia. The author is one， the plan is one， the spirit is one， and 
the truth is one. The Bible is a cosmos， a unity in diversities， a harmony 
(13) 
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in discrepancies， a perf巴ction. He who lives the Bible， and not merely 
reads it， knows that it is so. Apart from orthodoxy， by the sheer force 
of logics of exp巴riences，he is compelled to believe that it is so. Not a 
word is to be added unto it， nor a word is to b巴 takenaway from. it3) 
4.) 1ndependence and Freedom 
His faith was that of ind巴pendenc巴 andfreedom. He was a son of 
a Samurai and lived in that spirit of chivalry. Uchimura did not pay a 
profound bow (saikeirei) before the Emperor Meiji's signature on the 
1mperial Rescript on Education while others did and also claimed Pacifism 
in the Russo-Japanese War. This caused him to be called “a national 
traitor". For this he lost his job and his五nancialsituation becam巴 very
di伍cult. Sometimes he was pressed by hunger. 
His wife often had to vist the pawn-shop with her bridal kimonos. 
He， however， could not allow himself to run into any debt because he 
didn't want to lose his independence and freedom. Except for small gifts 
of money received as tokens of love from friends， he received nothing. 
His evangelical work had no support from foreign missionaries， he re-
ceived neither五nancialassistance from them nor any other help. For 
this， he was disliked by the missionari巴sand church-men. But al through 
his life he had performed the fidelity of pure independence and freedom of 
faith. At the same time， he esteemed others' independenc巴 andfreedom 
of faith. Through Uchimura， Japan won a noble Christianity. 
5.) Patriotic and Fight for the cause of Justice 
Uchimura was a son of a Samurai as 1 mentioned before， and patriot 
by birth. He himself was samurai-spirited and his Christianity was that 
of a patriot. His father was a good Confucian scholar and he was natu-
rally greatly infiuenced with Confucian thinking and training before h巴
becam巴 aChristian in his youth. 1t was a very good pr巴paratorycourse 
for him to become a real strong Christian. “Before faith came， we were 
kept under the law， shut up unto the faith which should afterwards be 
revealed. So that the law is become our tutor to bring us unto Christ， 
that we might be justified by faith川)
Two J's， Jesus and Japan， were his lifelong lovers and friends， and 
for them he gave his life. As for the “Second Jヘsomemissionaries 
(14) 
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protest that Uchimura was nationalistic. But others say that he was a 
hero or a great man. No matter how they criticized him， Uchimur旦 had
a strong patriotism for his motherland just as missionari巴sshould also 
have for their motherlands 
For Uchimura， an advocacy of justice was the五rststep to save the 
world; -without doing this， propagation of th巴 gospelwould be fruitl自民
he thought， In order to hold honour and righteousness for mankind in 
his country， he bravely advocated Pacifism against public opinion and 
also， for the truth， he wouldn't give a profound bow before the Meiji 
Emperor's signature on th巴 ImperialRescript on Education5)， even if he 
were declared a traitor and forced to die. But the truth upheld him. 
When Uchimura was young， h巴 thoughtthat there was the existence 
of righteous wars as well as unjust wars. In 1818， (Uchimura was 34 
years old，) at the time of the Sino-Japanese War， he wrote“Justification 
of the Korean War円 6) and defended the righteous cause of Japan before 
the world; but later he knew and recognized that he was wrong. A 
little before the Russo-Japanese War， he to01王th巴 standpointof absolute 
pacifism-which means that al warfare is wrong. The reason which 
caused him to be an absolute pacifist was principally the Bible，巴sp巴cially
the New Testament. H巴 thoughtthat killing people was clearly against 
the teaching of th巴 Bible-“You shall not kill; love your enemies.門7)
It would be more proper to say that he was more faithful， loyal 
and devoted to Jesus than to say merely that he was a nationlist. For 
Uchimura， al was for God， as is shown in his own gravestone inscription: 
1 for Japan; 
Japan for th巴 World;
Th巴 Worldfor Christ; 
And al for God. 
In Mayフ 1929，about one year before Uchimura passed away， he 
mentioned under the titl巳“Bythe Grace of God."8) the following: 
By the Grace of God. 
By the grace of God， I am what 1 am.9) By the Grace of God， 1 
was born a Japanese and the son of samurai. By the grace of God， 1 
(15) 
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found Christ in my youth， and became his disciple and s巴rvant. By the 
grace of God， I became not a Methodist， a Congregationalist， an Epis-
copalian， a Presbyterian， a Baptist， or a member of any one of hundreds 
and thousands of churches into which the West巴rnChristianity is divided， 
but remain巴djust as a Japanese Christian， a child of God， a son of the 
East， not ashamed of having owned Confucius as my pedagogues， and 
honest sons and daughters of my land as my teachers and examples. It 
is al by the grace of God; my choice and self幽willhave had no part in 
it; I was driven thereto by the irresistible grace of God. 
Uchimura was so proud that he was born a Japanese and a son of 
a samurai， that he became a genuine， brave believer in Christ stil grafted 
to Bushidδ. 
3. Japan: Its Mission 
In 1892， Uchimura had contributed a work under the title:“Japanι: 
1ts Mission" in The Japan Mail which was issued in Yokohama. 1t was 
two years before the Sino-Japanese War started and he was thirty嗣one
years old. In this contribution， he had mentioned his hope and dream 
about her g巴ographicalfeatures， ethnic characteristics and historic indi-
cation， which Uchimura cherished from his youth til late in life. 
In his introduction五rstof al he suggested three questions: 
1. What is the chief aim of man ? 
2. For what purpose was the country made， of which he is a 
citizen， or what is its mission ? 
3. For what purpose was he sent， or what is his mission ? 
Uchimura said that these questions are important to a philosophical 
man who d巴siresto serve his country and Creator to the best of his 
ability and he continues as follows : 
The first question is mainly speculative， though its practical signifi-
cance is not to be overlooked. It makes a world of difference whether 
a man looks upon this universe as his play ground for a definite period 
of time， or as his school where he is trained and disciplined for a higher 
state of existence. The question is important， but we dismiss it by an-
swering in th巴 wordsof the Westminster Confession， which， though 
two-and a half centuries old， yet appers to us to be the profoundest and 
(16) 
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most philosophic of al the answers given to this highest of al human 
lnqulnes:ー
“Man's chief end is to glorify God and to enjoy him foreverアLet
those， who in the all-embracing word “God" find nothing but tinctures 
of superstition， substitute for it righteousness， justice， mercy， and good 
will; and they can form some idea， in this short incisive answer of the 
Puritan saints， of the sublimity and completeness of their mora1 conception 
concerning the destiny of man and creation. 
The third question is more practica1 and comprehensive. Men in 
al times， especially great men， beli巴vedmor巴 or1ess in Providence ap-
pointing one kind of work to one set of peop1e， and another kind to 
another set. Artist Michelange1o， composer Mozart， discoverer Co1umbus， 
statesman Cromwell， warrior Napoleon， phi1anthropist Howard， poet 
Whittier and songstress Lind were al intense1y conscious of their specia1 
missions in this wor1d. A man cannot be anything he chooses to be. 
The world must have 10st much if， instead of painting the Sistine Chape1 
and chiselling Moses， Michae1ange1o had followed the footsteps of his 
spiritua1 1eader Savonaro1a and became a mora1 reformer of Ita1y; or if 
Cromwell had attempted to imitate Bunyan or Milton， and vacated White-
hall for a 1ess worthy man. Every man has his own p1ace， where he 
succeeds best and the world is benefited most.“Know thyse1f円
If mankind in general with the earth he lives upon has a definite 
end and aim， and if each individual is destined for a specific work in 
his time and p1ace， then a nation as a unit which goes to compose the 
whole human fami1y， must have a work peculiar to itself and contributory 
to the we1fare and progress of the who1e. .. 
What is Japan's mission， or what can she do for the wor1d? If 
Egypt and Baby10n started civi1ization， Phoenicia dispersed it， Judea pu司
rified it， Greece polished it， Italy preserved it， Germany reformed it， 
Eng1and tempered it， and America executed it， isnothing more 1eft for 
Japan to work upon it? Has she on1y to eat and drink and grow fat 
upon what others have earned for her， and be satisfied? Or can she 
do some great things for the wor1d?ー
(17) 
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Geographical Features 
The following points are evident in the geographical configuration 
of Japan:一
1. 1t is insular， resembling in this respect its sister Empire of the 
Atlantic. 
2. As England lies near the centre of land-hemisphere， 80 Japan 
lies in the periphery of the sam巴.
3. 1t8 chief mountain system runs lengthwise. i. e. from S. W. to 
N. E.， disturbed only the Hakone-Fuji range'" 
In respect to its mountain system， Japan bears a resemblance to 
Italy. 
4. More indentations are found on its eastern or Paci五cside than 
on Jts w色sternor Continental sid巴 InKyushu， however， th巴 indentations
are decidedly on the side that turns toward China， and the coast line is 
almost unbroken on the eastern side. In connection with this， let the 
student observe the situation of San Francisco， just opposite our Iwaki-
Taira， and Vancouver， Taboma， Seattle， and Portland on its north， and 
San Diego， San Blas， Manzanillo， Acapulco on its south， al turning 
towards us... 
Japan stretches one arm toward America， now enjoying the choicest 
fruits of European civilization. By th巴 openingof the Vancouver line， 
sh巴 istoday no farth巴rfrom America than the latter was from Europe 
only a few years ags. 
On the other hand， by means of Shimonoseki and Nagasaki， she 
stretches the other arm towards the responding arms of Korea and China， 
the whole making Japan a stepping-stone， as it were， between th巴 Occi-
dental and the Oriental continents. Winds and currents seem to imply 
the same thing， making call at Y okohama almost a necessity to a vessel 
that plies between the two continents. There she stands as an“arbiter，" 
a“middle man" (nakahodo) b巴tw巴enthe ‘Democratic West and the Impe-
rial East‘betwe巴nthe Christian America and the Buddhist Asia. 
Ethnic Ch旦racteristics.
Uchimura mentioned that we arrive at almost th巴sam巴conclusions
as we approach our question from the study of the race characteritics 
(18) 
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of the Japanese. He continued: The fact that we are and ought to 
become good sailors and merchants has been often said and urged. While 
W巴 arenot ashamed of our military prowess， it is a doubtful question 
whether we were made to cope with the sturdy Cossacks or the sinewy 
Scotch Highlanders upon the fi.eld of battle-In intellectual spheres， no 
less than in commercial， Japan is a stepping-stone between the East and 
the West. 
Historic Indication. 
That civilization marches westward， in a direction opposite to the 
diurnal motion， isa proposition constantly advanced by philosophers and 
statesmen-In 1847， San Francisco was opened， and in fi.ve years more 
the Paci五cwas crossed and the sun dawned upon Japan. America be-
lieved in her mission and has ful五lledit well. She received it from 
Europe and delivered it to Japan. Now it is Japanヲsturn to add a new 
proof to the grand possibility of the human race. The law of the westward 
march was not to be reversed when civilization reached Japan. She is 
now to set up anoth己主 national example， which， in the words of Charles 
Sumner，“will be more puissant than army or navy for the conquest of 
the world." 
Two str巴amsof civilization fl.owed in opposite directions when man-
kind descended from their primitive homes on the table-land of Iran or 
Armenia. That towards the west passed through Babylon， Phoenicia， 
Greece， Rome， Germany， England， and culminated on the Paci五cside of 
America， while that towards the East trailed through lndia， Tibet， and 
China， culminating in the Manchoo Court of Peking. The moral world 
is also a magnet with its two opposite poles on the opposite banks of 
the Pacifi.c， the democratic， aggressive， inductive America， and the im司
perial， conservative， deductive China. There have been constant attempts 
for the union of these magnetic currents. Plato， born in a time and at 
a place when and where the two opposing currents were not far from 
the centre of equilibrium， has never been approached in the roundness 
and completeness of his philosophy. Grander tasks await the young 
Japan who has the best of Europe and the best of Asia at her command. 
At her touch the circuit is completed， and the healthy fl.uid shall overflow 
the earth. 
(19) 
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We need not repeat here the internal preparations and disciplines 
we have had in our national history for such a task. We imbibed the 
best of Korea， China and India， and the assimilation is well nigh com-
plete. Then within the past thirty years we swallowed everything that 
Europe had to give us， and digestion is going on briskly now. The 
system that takes in the East and the West will weave out a tissue that 
shall partake of the nature of both. 
Conclusion 
Uchimura's c巴ntr旦1idea in this article was to get a harmony between 
the Orient and the Occident. Today more and mor巴 weightis being 
added to this mission of peace which was assigned to Japan. He said: 
Japan's mission may be multifarious; but the one we have laid much 
stress upon is grand enough to call forth the highest aspiration of the 
nation. To reconcile the East with the West; to be the advocate of the 
East and the harbinger of the West; this w巴 believeto be the mission 
which Japan is called upon to ful五1. We stand in our relation to Asia 
as did the ancient Greeks in relation to Europ巴 Herew巴 willimprove 
upon what we receive fresh from the West， that our westward neighbours 
may utilize and work upon it wh巴nthe centre of historic activity shifts 
stil west-ward. Here we will Charily keep watch over the rights and 
interests of Asia， and should another Xerxes of gross materialism， of rude 
irreverence， threaten the life and growth of the sacred East， we too shall 
fight our Marathon and Thermophylae to put an end to his depredatory 
march.....We shall， ifmust be， lead humble Asia to curb the march of 
proud Europe; but we desire peace....ln our attitude toward Europe and 
America， we nourish no other feeling than one of peace and goodwill 
When we speak more of the East and less of th巴 Westヲ andare lenient 
toward Asia and somewhat harsh toward Europ巴， do other sentiments 
work within us than that of ardent love which seeks after the recon-
ciliation of the younger with the elder and more advanced brethren. If 
且tpresent we rec巴iveal things from the West， we hope to requite them 
by the reflex influence which a n巴w form of civilization will hav巴 upon
th巴 old. 1t is said that through the 1げのダowel・ theEnglish Independ-
ents created a new world in America， and through America they re-
created Europe. And what patriotic America fails to see is that the 
(20) 
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nation which introduced Japan to the world n巴edsre-creation as well? 
An infiuence akin to that refiected across the Atlantic may reach Ame-
rica across the Pacific， and much of demagogism， mammonism， and rum-
ism， together with dissensions in religion and irreverence in politics may 
lose their power by such an infiuence. 
Shine forth towards the East and shine back towards the West， 0 
thou country of the Ri・singSun， and thus fu~がl thy heaven-ajうlうoz刀ted
mzsszon.ラヲ10)
Over 70 years have passed already since Uchimura mentioned the 
mission of his country， The mission of peace which was assigned to 
Japan by Uchimura is growing bigger at present. She has been located 
in a valley between eastern and western politics and is exposed before 
the threat of atomic and hydrogen bombs. The fortune of Japan would 
depend on her own effort of wheth巴rshe will carry out her mission or 
not. 1t would also have an important effect upon the world's fortune. 
1n 1926， Uchimura also advocated Japan's peaceful mission under 
the title “A New Civilization" in the Japan Christian Intellig巴ncer:
A New Civilization. 
“.....Now is the time for Japan to awake from sleep. This Western 
civilization with its big budget for fighting machinery is to be completely 
disowned. She is to start a new civilization， a civilization which is civi-
lization indeed， -a warless civilization， Denmark on a bigger scale， an 
army and navy on police-standing， an empire founded on the goodwill 
of the world， a secure， industrious， p巴acefulnation， the leader of“Chris-
tian" Europe and America， in the divine policy announced by God's 
prophet， twenty-six centuries ago. 
And what need is there of waiting ti1l these so-called “Christian" 
nations adopt this distinctly Christian policy? No number of Disarma-
ment Conferences will bring about the desired disarmament. The thing 
must be done by somebody， without“conferring with flesh and blood." 
What a day will it be when my own Japan， by its sover巴igndecree， wi1l 
decree the disarmament of the nation， as it decreed the disarming of 
samurais fifty years ago， and so bring in the new civilization to the whole 
world. As 1 pen these words， another oracle of the Jew Isaiah comes 
to my lips and mak巴sme writell) : 
(21) 
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o house of Jacob (Japan) come ye， and let us walk， 
In the light of the Lord.12) 
4. 1chinichi Issho (One Day， One Life) 
Uchimura published a book，“1chinichi 1ssho" (One Day， One Life) 
in October， 1926 for the first time.1J Uchimura modeled it after “Guldenes 
Schazkastlein der Kinder Gottes" written by Karl Heinrich von Bogatzky 
(1690-1774)， a German hymnistYJ 1n his diary of February 13， 1923， 
Uchimura mentioned that he had tears of thanks in his eyes when h巴
had read the following lines in Bogatzky. 
A faithful and unchanging God 
Lays the foundation of my hope 
1n oaths， and promises， and blood. 
1n his diary of May 27， 1923， Uchimura mentioned that he had read 
verse 10 of chapter 61 in 1saiah which was dated on the same day in 
Bogatzky. 
1 willl greatly rejoice in the Lord， 
my soul shall exult in my God; 
for He has clothed me with the garments of salvation， 
He has covered me with the robe of righteousness， 
as a bridegroom decks himself with a garland， 
and as a bride adorns hεrself with her jewels. 
Uchimura， thinking that Jesus would be his garment， robe， garland 
and jewels， found that his heart was greatly五lledwith peace.14J 
This book shows the character， faith， thought and the view of life 
of Uchimura the best. 
The book is the condensed essence of Uchimura himself and that 
of the Bibl巴 1tis not only a literary interpretation of the Biblical pas司
sages alloted to the days， but it also talks of the principl巴sof Christianity， 
a deep and bold faith， various practical and applied problems of life 
through the author's unique experiences and speculation. On that point， 
the book is different from that of Bogatzky. 
In Uchimura's late years， he read the book with his folks during his 
table-talks. The book has many sincere readers for daily spiritual food. 
(2) 
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The following is a part of my translation-from February五rstto March 
thirty first. The五rstseven days of January are shown in the Memoirs 
of the Muroran Institute of Technology， vol. 5， No. 1， 1965， pp.381-384. 
From January eighth to January thirty-first are showin in the Memoirs 
of the Muroran Institute of Technology， vol， 5， No. 2， 1966. pp. 502-511. 
February 1 
For freedom Christ has set us free; stand fast therefore， and do not 
submit again to a yoke of slavery. (Galatians 5: l.) 
Freedom is not peculiar to us. Therefore， ifwe want to be p巴rfectly
free， we must go to God， who has perfect freedom. That is， only in God 
can we truly be free. Tennyson said，“Our will is ours to make it 
Thine.ラヲ Our will must be one which we should offer with our own will 
to God. Of course， man is not a divisible individual so in any case he 
should not be absorbed by another body. However， when man 0妊ershis 
freedom for a nation h巴 cangain such freedom even nation-wid巴;like司
wise， when he offers it for God infinite， he can gain infinitely great 
freedom， which is true freedom 
February 2 
We always thank God， the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ， when 
we pray for you， becaus巴 wehave heard of your faith in Christ Jesus and 
of the love which you have for al the saints. (Colossians 1: 3， 4.) 
Faith， hope， and love are three and one in reality. Hope does not 
occur without faith， but faith can't be held without hope. Love also 
depends upon the motive of its activity hope， but love without hope is 
like a lamp-light which has extinguished its oil， and returns finally to 
darkness again. To force love without giving hope is heartless. Faith 
with insu伍cienthope is stubborn and cold-hearted. Hope is the most 
feminine one among these three sisters. Serving by her hope守 lovecasts 
off the yoke of duty and becomes free. Tenderly infiuenced by her， 
faith will ceas巴 becomingstubborn and will be graceful. Hope calls for 
heavenly harmony and melts sufferings on the earth. Hope has warm 
tears. She opens the heavenly door and shows the holy五gurethat is 
(23) 
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inside and for which we long. 
February 3 
Draw near to God and he will draw near to you. Cleanse your 
hands， you sinners， and purify your hearts， you men of double mind. 
B巴 wretchedand mourn and weep. Let your laughter be turned to 
mourning and your joy to dejection. Humble yourselves before the Lord 
and he will exalt you. (James 4: 8-10.) 
There is pleasure to gain， there is pleasure to lose， there is pleasure 
to be blorn， ther巴 ispl巴asureto die， there is pleasure to be loved， tht-L'e 
is pleasure to be hated. Concerning the nature of pleasure， lost pleasure 
is higher than gained pleasur巴タ deadpleasure is purer than born pleasure， 
pleasure to be hated is deeper than pleasure to be loved. Believing in 
God， we can't get rid of pleasure under any circumstances. vVe only 
know that pleasure of grief would increase several times more than 
pleasur巴 ofjoy. 
February 4 
Therefore 1 tell you， do not be anxious about your life， what you 
shall eat or what you shall drink， nor about your body， what you shall 
put on. Is not life more than food， and the body more than clothing ? 
Look at the birds of the air: they n巴ithersow nor gather into barns， 
and yet your heavenly Fath巴rfeeds them. Are you not of more value 
than they? (Matthew 6: 25， 26.) 
Poor people keep closer company with nature since it is easier to 
be independent from the world. Poor， ofcourse， does not mean poverty. 
Poor means that it depends not on man-made riches， but on favours given 
by God. Therefore being poor is to be like the birds of the heaven and 
the lilies of the五eld.15) That is to say， enjoying sunlight， and basking 
in a refreshing breeze without striving for it， one becomes unliable to 
worry and suffering. Nature's pl巴asurecan't be gained without becoming 
poor. One who wants to enjoy“high thought" as W ordsworth， must 
be content巴dwith “a humble life" also as was he. 
(24) 
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February 5 
For God 80 lov巴dthe world that he gave his only Son， that whoever 
believes in him should not perish but have eternal life. For God sent 
the Son into the world， not to condemn the world， but that thεworld 
might b巴 savedthrough him. (John 3: 16， 17.) 
As for what reason Christ came down， the teachings in the New 
Testament are clear. 1t was to redeem the sins of mankind by his 
blood (death). And his ascending to heaven after death， opened the 
doors of heaven to give us the power to become the sons of God. This 
is the greatest purpose of Christ's descending to the earth， and the other 
happenings are only a sidelight supplementing this pupos巴 1twas nec-
essary for God to send His beloved Son and let the world crucify him 
in order to pay for the sins of mankind， and to open the way for the 
coming of the Holy Spirit to the sons of men burdened down with sins. 
When we se巴 thelife of Christ only as the life of the Redeemer， the 
New Testament can be explained most satisfactorily. 
February 6 
Every good endowment and every perfect gift is from above， coming 
down from the Father of lights with whom there is no variation or 
shadow due to change. Of his own will he brought us forth by the 
word of truth that we 8hould be a kind of fIrst fruits of his creatures. 
(James 1: 17， 18.) 
A good thing is to believe in God and a bad thing is to leave 
God and depend on man and oneself. Other than this there is neither 
good nor bad. Sickness is not always a bad thing. If the sickn巴ss
leads us to the Lord， sickness， too， isa good thing. Health is not always 
a good thing. If it makes man dependent upon himself and causes 
him to think that he alone is clever， and forget God， on the contrary， 
health couuld be a bad thing. 1t is the sam巴 withpoverty. It is also 
the same with riches. Christ said，“Why do you call me good? no one 
is good but God alone."16) Being separated from God， there is no good. 
The good is God and the facing toward God. To go away from God 
and do against God is the bad. Just this is the distinction between good 
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and bad， and this is the distinction between life and death. 
February 7 
Blessed are th巴 purein heart， for they shall see God. (Matthew 5: 8.) 
God is one， therefore He is simple. He is not complicated， nor 
intricate， since He is one. He must be on巴 thatcan be understood by 
any man if he is pure in heart. He must be just lik巴 aninfant， naive， 
sincere， and honest. That which is di伍cultto understand about God is 
not because it is complicated， but it is too simple and too transparent. 
Man cannot understand God， because He has a heart like that of a hero， 
as bright as the moon after a storm， not a speck of dust to be seen. 
Man easily beli巴vesin the plurality of gods， but h巴doesnot easily believe 
in the sole divine God. They cannot be endured with pure heart. 
Ther・efore，they want many impure gods and cover their uncleanliness. 
February 8 
Therefore do not be anxious about tomorrow， for tomorrow will be 
anxious for itself. Let the dayヲsown trouble be suffici巴ntfor the day. 
(Matthew 6: 34.) 
日islanguage was a poetical composition. His prayer was thanks. 
When the work of a day had finished， He was asleep on the cushion in 
the stern of a tossing boat on the waves drifting about by a hurricane.l7l 
(Mark 4: 37， 38.) Not only that， but also when He was to be delivered 
to His enemy in the night， in spite of the fearful death that drew near， 
He kept the passover with His disciples and taught them earnestly. “And 
when they had sung a hymn， they went to the mount of Qlives." 
(Mathew 26:30.) 1t is clearly understood that with a hymn He巴njoyed
their simple and holy supper. He was indeed a man of sadness， atthe 
same tim巴 Hewas also a man of joy. He knew well the way of 
controlling intense grief. He， himself， was not anxious for the morrow. 
He was the greatest optimist who never existed in the world. 
(26) 
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February 9 
Preach the word， be urgent in season and out of season， convince， 
r巴buke，and exhort， be unfailing in patience and in teaching. (11. Timo帽
thy 4: 2.) 
There is no more de!ightful thing than true missionary work in th巴
world. This is the work of works we cannot transfer to other work 
after we have once tasted its pleasure. It is to save th己soulof a man. 
1t lets him renew himself from the bottom of his heart. On a certain 
occasion， we witness that a sinner throws away his sins in a moment 
and returns to God. His family is puri五ed;his wife， children， and sisters 
become a joy and his principle of life takes an entirely new turn. By 
him the new work is planned and it is achieved. 1t is indeed surprising 
to think that a bit of gospel gave birth to such a deep great change 
F巴bruary10 
Yet it was the will of the Lord to bruise him; he has put him to 
grief; when he makes himself an offering for sin， he shall see his of-
spring， he shall prolong his days; the wi1l of the Lord shall prosper in 
his hand. (lsaiah 53: 10.) 
Christラswork completed with His death. Like that， the work of His 
small disciple will also be completed with my death. Death is the greatest 
work， and it is the highest summit of lif巴 A man cannot say that his 
work has been achieved til he dies. Really there is nothing successful 
in a Christian during his life time. His work begins with his death. 
He cannot see his work's success with his bodily eyes. Being able to 
give his life as an 0妊eringfor the world's sins， he wi1l see that his work 
will prosper eternally in God's hand. 
February 11 
The hour is coming， indeed it has come， when you will be scattered， 
every man to his home， and will leave me alone; yet 1 am not alone， 
for the Father is with me. (John 16: 32.) 
When we want to do something beneficial for mankind， we need 
not seek worldly avenues. We can serve mankind by ourselves alone. 
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A man is a part of mankind. So we can serve ourselves and at the 
same timεwe can serve others. We alone can find the truth. Alone we 
can make contact with God. Th巴 believercan alone purify his spiritual 
condition and can make progress toward perfection. We can 0妊erour-
selves as good specimens of mankind to the world. Being alone is no 
indication of inactivity. 
February 12 
After this many of his diciples drew back and no longer went about 
with him. Jesus said to the twelv巴， "Will you also go away?" Simon 
Peter answered him，“Lord， to whom shall we go? You have the words 
of eternal life; and we have be1i巴ved，and have come to know， that you 
are the Holy One of God." (John 6: 66-69.) 
Christ is my moral universe. Mentally 1 live， and move in Him， 
丘nd1 also am in Him. Therefore， 1 can do nothing when 1 leave him. 
When 1 am separated from Christ， 1 am like a monkey that has fall 
en from the tree， none such pitiful as 1 in the wor1d. Obeying Christ 
is not my profit nor virtue ; however， itis， now my necessity for existence 
itself. If 1 am separated from Him， only disgrace and failure are waiting 
for me. If 1 want to spend an honorable life， there is no other way 
except to depend on Christ， piteous and enviable one though Imy be. 
February 13 
To this day 1 have had the help that comes from God， and so 1 
stand her巴 testifyingboth to smal1 and great， saying nothing but what 
the prophets and Moses said would come to pass: that the Christ must 
3U妊er，and that， by being the first to rise from the dead， he would pro-
claim light both to the people and to the Gentiles. (The Acts 26: 22， 23.) 
A Christian's hope of resurrection does not depend upon himself， 
but on the Lord Jesus Christ. The believer does not want to be resur-
rected as a man. This is impossible even if he wanted to. He will be 
r巴surrectedin the Lord Jesus Christ. In other words， Christ repeats the 
resurrection in him. The believer is one in whom Christ dwel1s. Saying 
“1 am the resurrection， and the life，" (J ohn 11:25.) He dwel1s in the 
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body of the believer in order to resurrect him toO.18) Where Jesus' 
spirit is， there is always the resurrection. Receiving Jesus' spirit， we 
can see that r巴surrectionis the natural result. 
February 14 
God saved us and called us with a holy calling， not in virtue of our 
works but in virtue of his own purpose and the grace which he gave us 
in Christ Jesus ages ago， and now has manifested through the app巴aring
of our Saviour Christ Jesus， who abolished death and brought life and 
immortality to light through the gospel. (I. Timothy 1: 9， 10.) 
This world is too imperfect to be able to carry out our ideals. 1 
think it is the greatest misfortune that we were bom here as men， ifal 
things are ended with this world. 1n this world， there is nothing sadder 
than that we cannot realize our ideals which we have. However， lives 
of al noble men are unfilled. There is no real thing to meet our ideal， 
while it is the universal law that the real thing should exist. Is this 
not the surest evidence of an existence of a future life ? 
February 15 
Now faith is the assurance of things' hoped for， the conviction of 
things not seen. (Hebrews 11: 1.) 
Faith seems like a superstition to contain men. To others， faith is 
a kind of adventure. Following this， one may fail. However， the believer 
knows that faith is not superstition. Faith is th巴 responseof the believer 
confronted with God's voice which is speaking in th巴 mind. He sees 
not th巴 formnor has the evidence， but he surely believes. Yes， h巴 IS
being allowed to believe. For him faith itself b巴com巴sthe proof that 
the One exists which he had not seen. He says， the faith was bom in 
him， therefore the real thing responding to this must have existed. 1t 
is not to prove faith with the real thing， but to prove the real thing 
with faith. This is the pow巴rof faith. Lacking this power， faith cannot 
be called faith. 
February 16 
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Jesus came and said to them，“All authority in heaven and on earth 
has been given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of al nations， 
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit， teaching them to observe al that 1 have commanded you; 
and 10， 1 am with you always， to the close of the age." (Matthew 28: 
18-20.) 
The doctrine of the trinity is a moral teaching. Through believing 
this， a man's view of life is changed completely. When he rejects it， a 
change of his life begins. All the teachings of Christianity have a great 
relationship with this doctrine. Those who think that this may be tal王巴n
away or abandoned do not understand Christianity as yet. Since Chris-
tianity is an actual power to save the world， we cannot hold this power 
without believing in th巴 trinityof God. 1 believ巴 withoutdoubt that 
Jehovah's God must be the triun巴 Godin the light of my Bible， also in 
appealing to my r巴ason，especially also in the applied experiment of my 
life. 
February 17 
For by grace you have been saved through faith; and this is not 
your own doing， itis the gift of God; not because of works， lest any 
man should boast. For we are his workmanship， created in Christ Jesus 
for good works， which God prepared beforehand， that we should walk 
in them. (Ephesians 2: 8-10.) 
Fa!se prophets and the false pastors have often told me that God 
cannot save me unless 1 myself repent. Yes， 1 mys巴ltcannot be saved 
unl巴ss1 repent， however， God lets me repent by means of the Holy 
Spirit. 1 did not repent with my own will's strength， which 1 cannot do 
after all. However， God stays in mふ makesmy will Hisフ andthrough His 
will's ability mak巴sm巳 repent. I have not repented by myself旦lone，
howev巴r，God accepts it as my repentance. Ah， the mystery of mysteries 
is that of God and His wi1l， moreover， the mystery of the atonement 
exists in this mystery. ¥Ve can not explain this philosophically. And 
yet， we know this is a most sure fact. Because we lmow the fact 
concerning our wiI1 b巴stof all. 
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February 18 
For his anger is but for a moment， and his favour is for a lifetime. 
Weeping may tarry for the night， but joy comes with the morning. 
(Psalms 30: 5.) 
Jehovah can not help but be angry. The punishment can not help 
but come to us. But it is for only a moment. His favor extends over 
and covers our lives through. The punishment is exceptional， and the 
favor is usual. Tears sometimes do stand in my eyes， but this is simply 
like a traveller staying a night at my house. When the moring comes， 
he leaves， and in place of him the delight lives with us eternally. The 
anguish is for a moment and the joy is eternal. Tears leave like the 
traveller， and the thanks come like the family members and live with 
us. Yes， the delight will come with the morning. When the morning 
sun rises shining through the darkness， the voice of glorincation comes 
from my lips. 
February 19 
His soul draws near the Pit， and his life to those who bring death. 
If there be for him an angel， a mediator， one of the thousand， to declare 
to man what is right for him; and he is gracious to him， and says， 
Deliver him from going down into the Pit， 1 have found a ransom. (Job 
33: 22-24.) 
The human race degenerated from God to corruption. He fell from 
holding the position of God by the side of God in the “Heavenly 
places" (Ephesians 1: 3). All griefs that come to him are caused by this 
degeneration. The sin of sins is throwing away God. In accordance 
with this， we understand what salvation is. For salvation， the nrst thing 
to do is to bring man back to God. And Christ's cross is standing 
between God and man and it do巴sthis unique service. Christ did not 
preach on morality m巴relyin order to improve the human mind. He 
destroyed sin itself. That is to say that through Christ the gap that 
existed between God and man was taken away. 
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February 20 
Behold， my servant shall prosper， he shall be exalted and lifted up， 
and shall be very high. As many were astonished at him-his appearance 
was so marred， beyond human semblance， and his form beyond that of 
the sons of men-so shall he startle many nations; kings shall shut 
their mouths because of him; for that which has not been told them 
they shall see， and that wァhichthey have not heard they shall understand. 
(Isaiah 52: 13-15.) 
Resurrection is truly a big miracle. But pure holiness of the char-
acter is a bigger miracle. And when this miracle exists， the other is 
not a miracle. The very existence of Jesus was the biggest of al mir-
acles. In the moral court， the existenc巴 ofa man who had not even a 
minute fault is itself the biggest of miracles. And the resurrection ex司
isted in this man. There is no mistake to see this as the natural result. 
Jesus is a man and yet is not a man. In order that the internal be 
manifested externally， in order the body conform to the spirit， in his 
instance， life triumphed over death， he died and resurrected in a higher 
state. 
February 21 
Although there may be so-called gods in heaven or on earth-as 
indeed there are many“gods" and many“lords"-yet for us there is one 
God， the Father， from whom are al things and for whom we exist， and 
one Lord， Jesus Christ， through whom are al things and through whom 
we exist. (1. Corinthians 8: 5， 6.) 
Heaven and earth are large. Men are many. But there are only 
two men therein. Theyare God and 1. He loves me. 1 also love Him 
and 1 do everything on hearing His command. 1 delight as 1 am praised 
by Him， and 1 cry as 1 am blamed by him. 1t is my aim in life that He 
would admit me good. Working with Him， 1 share glory and disgrace 
with Him. If He is worshipped 1 delight， ifHe is desecrated， 1 get 
angry. Being taken by His hand， 1 stro11 in the universe which was 
made by Him; al be出 tstherein and al birds in the sky are shown， and 
their names are given whatever 1 call_l9) 1 am truly the fIrst Adam of 
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this present world. Th巴reis no man but 1， only God is with me， 
-God and 1 only. Therefore 1 love al men and al things in Him. 
Unless 1 depend on God 1 am not connected to anybody or anything. 
In God 1 am connected with al things. 
February 22 
But in fact Christ has been raised from the dead， the first fruits of 
those who have fallen asleep. For as by a man came death， by a man 
has come also the resurrection of the dead. For as in Adam al die， so 
also in Christ shall al be made alive. (1. Corinthians 15・20-22.)
The believer does not arise himself， but Jesus， who lives within 
him arises. When Jesus arises in the believer， He resurrects the believer. 
The believer is being accompanied by the resurrection of Jesus. He is 
being raised with Him. “Because 1 live， you will live also."20) (John 14: 
19.) In this way， there is nothing strange concerning the resurrection 
of the believer. Thus the resurrection of the believer is nothing par岨
ticularly strange. The resurrection of the believer is reasonable and 
natural as that of Jesus was reasonable and natural. 
February 23 
With the mighty deeps of the Lord God 1 will come， 1 will praise 
thy righteousness， thine alone. 0 God， from my youth thou hast taught 
me， and 1 stil proclaim thy wondrous deeds. So even to old age and 
grey hairs， 0 God， do not forsake me， til 1 proclaim thy might to al 
the generations to come. (Psalm 71: 16-18.) 
In ancient times， 1900 years ago， al of Christianity was existing as 
an infant in the crib. At that time there was no Divine Comedy of 
Dante nor England of Cromwell as yet. There was only Mary's tender 
hands and Joseph's untiring patience to protect Him. Moreover， a tree 
which God had planted grew and became higher than the cedar of 
Lebanon. Nowadays， what shall we fear in ord巴rto plant a branch of it 
on this earth? Now， the whole universe will help our works， and also tens 
of thousands of saints will prove our words. How will future g巴nerations
criticize us if we do not refine and purify this small dark earth? 
(3) 
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February 24 
For the mountains may depart and the hills be removed， but my 
steadfast love shall not depart from you， and my covenant of peace shall 
not be removed， says the Lord， who has compassion on you. (lsaiah 
54: 10.) 
1t is love that the spirit demands. 1t is pure and unselfish love. 1t 
is also vast and boundless love. The Spirit's requirements are enormous. 
1t is not at al satisfied with something lik巴 apalatial residenc巴. 1ts 
hunger and thirst can never be appeased with things like beautiful 
dresses and delicious food. Serving the Spirit with three thousand court 
ladies， only increases its sorrow. Even with a happy home and good 
friends， they can never meet His wholehearted desires. The Spirit indeed 
demands the love of the only living， true， sole， matchless God， Creator 
of th巴 univers巴. Without this， the Spirit is dead. If the Spirit has this， 
He has al th巴“things"He wants 
February 25 
Therefore do not throw away your confidence， which has a great 
reward. For you have need of endurance， so that you may do the will 
of God and receive what is promised. “For yet a litle while， and th巴
coming one shall come and shall not tarry; but my right巴ousone shall 
live by faith， and if he shrinks back， my soul has no pleasure in him." 
But we are not of those who shrink back and are destroyed， but of 
those who have faith and keep their souls. (Hebrews 10: 35-39.) 
Faith does not mean to believe that which is not to be believed. 1 
cannot believe that two and two are five even though the universe may 
vanish. 1 cannot believe telling a lie is good， even though 1 am being 
harassed with fire and water. And 1 shouldn't believe it. 1 don't believe 
that one can lead men properly with threatening means， no matter what 
proof may be had. Faith is believing that which is to be believed having 
no fear nor hesitation. 
February 26 
Not that 1 complain of want; for 1 have learned， in whatever state 
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1 am， to b巴 content. 1 know how to be abased， and 1 know how to 
abound; in any and al circumstances 1 have learned the secret of facing 
plenty and hunger， abundance and want. 1 can do al things in him 
who str巴ngthensme. (Philippians 4: 11-13.) 
When Jesus comes into my heart， giving thanks becomes my life， 
there is no good thing that 1 can not do. 1 can forgive any faults of 
my enemy freely. 1 can endure any hardship. 1 can pay any sacrifice. 
At that time， 1 have courage for that which is good， and rich in love， 
and 1 feel that wherever 1 go， my defiled body gives 0妊agood fragrance. 
If this is not salvation nor resurrection nor ascension， 1 do not know 
what salvation， resurrection and ascension are. Then 1 sing， borrowing 
the poet's words: 
He made my feet like hinds' feet， 
and set me secure on the heights.21) 
February 27 
For as the Father raises the dead and gives them life， so also the 
Son gives life to whom he will. The Father judges no one， but has 
given al judgment to the Son. (John 5: 21， 22.) 
When God judges us with Christ， the judgment becomes not as fearful 
as we expect. When we hear of judgement we become very fearful， but， 
when we hear the judgment is by Christ the fear goes away and thanks 
giving comes. Who is the Christ? He is the only one Mediator standing 
b巴tweenGod and man. He intercedes with God for man， He d巴signs
the reduction and pardon of man's sin， mild saviour， a friend of sinners.…-
God left the judgem巴ntto Christ and expected th巴 reductionand the 
forgiveness of sin Here is our hope of acquittal and discharge in spite 
of the many sins we committed. Now we can stand before Him without 
flinching because we know who is the one to judge us. 
February 28 
Take the helmet of salvation， and the sword of the Spirit， which is 
the word of God. Pray at al times in the Spirit， with al prayer and 
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supplication. To that end keep alert with al pers巴verance，making sup-
plication for al the saints. (Ephesians 6: 17， 18.) 
Faith in Christ saves me from sin. Howev巴r，faith is also the gift 
of GOd.22) 1 am saved not only in believing， but saved also in that He 
lets me believe in Him. H巴r巴upon1 am convinced that 1 have no power 
to save myself at all. What then shall 1 do? For even my faith also 
must be sought from God. The believer should pray ceaselessly. Yes， 
his life is prayer. He should pray as he is stil imperfect. H巴 should
pray as his faith is not enough yet. He should pray even though he 
cannot pray enough. He should pray either when blessed or when cursed. 
1 will pray even if1 may be raised high in heaven or dragged down into 
hades. 1 will pray though powerless by myself; al 1 can do is to pray. 
February 29 
Take care， brethren， lest there be in any of you an evil， unbelieving 
heart， leading you to fall away from the living God. But exhort one 
another every day， as long as it is called “today，" that none of you may 
be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin. (Hebrews 3: 12， 13.) 
Jesus of Nazareth， 1 thank you since you had this temptation and 
victory. Through this， 1 know that you were tempted as 1 am. In al 
things you were tempted as 1 am; so you are sympathetic with my 
weakness.23) You fought against the devil yourself， and know well that 
his power is mighty. We are many times deceived by him. While we 
want to serve you， making plans， demanding the praise of others and 
on the contrary we often got down on his knees. 1 pray that you will 
give your wisdom to us now， so that we can also distinguish th巴 voice
of God from that of the devil. And modeling our lives after you， may 
tread your paths of righteousness with clear eyes，24) turn neither to the 
right nor to the left but pursue a straight way and win over al temp-
tation through you， help establish your Kingdom of Heaven her巴， and 
participate in your glory in heaven， Amen. 
March 1 
And Jacob was left alone; and ther巴 wrestleda man with him until 
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the breaking of the day. And when he saw that he prevailed not against 
him， he touched the hollow of his thigh; and the hollow of Jacob's thigh 
was out of joint， as he wrestled with him. (Genesis 32: 24， 25.) 
Rejoicing time is when my sin was pointed out to me by God. 1t 
is the time that a big haughty muscle in the hollow of my thigh is 
cut by an angel as was that of Jacob in Peniel so he could not walk. 
1t is also like the time that David， who was questioned about his sin by 
the Prophet Nathan， who was sent from God and was told，“You are the 
man."25) Then 1 will leave men and myself and cling to God. Then 
the cross shines before my eyes. Then ther巴 isnot even a single doubt 
in me. When he feels that he was the chief of sinners he should believe 
in and accept that Christ J巴suscame into the world to save al sinners.26) 
And this feeling will not occur without having his blemish (sin) pointed 
out to him by God. While he thinks that he is righteous， and as long 
as he blames the oth巴r'ssin， this rejoicing and lovely sense will not 
occur. When 1 stand before God without a word of excuse， Christ 
reveals Himself before eyes of my heart bearing His Cross on his back. 
March 2 
Therefore let no man glory in men. For al things are yours; 
whether Paul or Apollos， Cephas， or the world， or life， or death， or 
things present， or things to come; al are yours; and ye are Christ's; 
and Christ is God's. (1. Corinthians 3: 21-23.) 
When we understand Christianity， lives of people are that of a dream. 
1t is a kind of an interpretation of a thing which is not r巴allythere， and 
int巴rpretingit as a rising to heaven instead of descending into the hell. 
Talking about war and diplomacy are the smallest problems we have. 
if we see them with Christ's heart. “What does it profit a man， to gain 
the whole world， and forfeit his life ?"27) If the Russian Czar gained the， 
whole of Asia as he had wished， such a thing like the Manchurian problem 
must be the smallest for him when he thinks that he must go to eternal 
death with a bombshell. If he took it， itwould be such a small thing， 
only 52，250，000 square miles of this globe. Th巴 manwho has been given 
the right to live eternally in the endless universe will not pour his whole 
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power into such a small thing. 
March 3 
Blessed are the poor in spirit， for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. 
(Matthew 5 : 3.)
The man who wishes to be rich in heaven must be in dire poverty 
in the world. And the zenith of poverty is not poverty of the body， but 
that of the spirit. Those who live in dirty poverty， would at times say 
that they are justi五edbefore God and man. Those who speak like this， 
are very rich in the spirit even though they are poor in the body. There 
are inner and out巴rin poverties. The poor in spirit have nothing in 
their heart of which to be proud. The example is Paul， an apostle. 
He was poor in spirit. He had no intelligence to be proud of， nor 
virtue to be depended on， but was the chief of sinners as he conf田 sed
himself.28) Thus standing before God， he was taken down to the bottom 
of modesty， was able to be admitted to the virtues in Christ and had 
been pulled up to the glories of heaven. 
乱1arch4 
For those whom he foreknew he also predestined to be conformed 
to the image of his Son， in order that he might be the first・bornamong 
many brethren. And those whom he predestined he also called; and 
those whom he called he also justified; and those whom he justified he 
also glori五ed.(Romans 8: 29， 30.) 
No man can be the heavenly citizen in his own person. Flesh and 
blood cannot succeed in the kingdom of God. Neither can man's intel-
ligence， talent， riches and rank make him a son of God. Only one who 
has been chosen by God will be able to see the Lord in His glory. 
Establishment of the kingdom of heaven is God's work; man's taking 
part in it is as a laborer only. 1ts program， process and completion al 
follow God's will. God has his own will. Man cannot change it， neither 
expand nor contract it. Only one whom God called could be able to 
be called His own. Those who have intelligence， ability and precocious司
ness cannot be citizens of heav巴nwithout being called by God. 
(38) 
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March 5 
Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law， having become a 
curse for us-for it is written，“Cursed be every one who hangs on a 
tree." (Galatians 3: 13.) 
Christ's bodily pain showed only his spiritual pain. Favor of pardon 
does not come through His nervous pain， but it comes through His 
spritual grief. The place in which the sin of mankind was atoned was 
not on Mt. Calvary， but rather indeed in the Garden of Gethsemane. 
That which had put the crown of thorns on Christ's head is my sin. 
That which gave Him a drink of a bitt巴rcup is my sin. That which 
crucified Him is my sin. Roman Catholics always wear a cross on them-
selves and think of Christ; also some sincere protestants always put 
a statue of Jesus on the cross on their desk， to remind themselves，“Your 
sins gave this pain to Christ，" and blame their own sins. This must 
not al be rejected as superstition and heretical doctrine. 
March 6 
Jehovah forgiveth al thine iniquities; who healeth al thy diseases; 
who redeemeth thy life from destruction; who crowneth th田 withloving-
kindness and tender mercies ; who satisfieth thy mouth with good things ; 
so that thy youth is renewed like the eagle's. (Psalms 103: 3-5.) 
Know that your sincere God is the superintendent of the universe 
and endless in love. Remember that your position toward this God is 
not that of subject to soverign， but a baby's position to a loving mother. 
We cannot return to God even one tenth of what we receive， since our 
sincerity itself is God's gift. Even if we offer our wealth， body and 
spirit to God， He receives only His own things. God is the Giver and 
1 am a receiver. God is a Blesser and 1 am one being blessed. God is 
lover and 1 am one being loved. Endless love requires to lov巴 anddoes 
not require to be loved. He who wants to love God， must be loved by 
God. 
March 7 
What father among you， ifhis son asks for a fish， will instead of 
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a fish give him a serpent? Or if he asks for an egg， will give him a 
scorpion? If you then， who are evil， know how to give good gifts to 
your children， how much more wi1l the heavenly Father give the Holy 
Spirit to those who ask him! (Luke 11: 11-13.) 
Genius would be yearned after， howev巴r，it is not a match to the 
more superior Holy Spirit. G巴niusis like a single sum， there is a 
danger that we may run out. The holy spirit is like a life pension， 
you receive according to what you are worthy of. Genius may be 
given to only a small number of people and the Holy Spirit can be 
received by everybody. Genius may also be giv巴nto those who rej巴ct
God. The Holy Spirit can be received only by those whom are bathed 
in the Father's love. Genius is aristocratic; the Holy Spirit is like a 
commoner. We want to be modest to take part in this heavenly gift 
with al the people. 
March 8 
And if Christ is in you， the body is d巴adbecause of sin; but the 
spirit is life because of rigeteousness. But if the Spirit of him that 
raised up Jesus from the dead dwelleth in you， he that raised up Christ 
Jesus from the dead shall give life also to your mortal bodies through 
his Spirit that dwelleth in you. (Romans 8: 10， 11.) 
Although a believer is a person in whom Jesus resides， his flesh 
passes away sinc巴itis born in sin. However， when Jesus resides in the 
believer， He resides in the beli巴V巴r'sspirit， so the spirit becomes alive 
because of the righteousness of Jesus. The flesh dies because of his sin， 
and the spirit lives because of the righteousness of Jesus. In the 
believer， the resur-rection begins with his spirit， but his resurrection 
will not stop with his spirit. Lodging Jesus's spirit， the resurrection 
comes further up to the flesh. lVIan consists of not only spirit， not 
only flesh， but both spirit and body. The spirit and the flesh are both 
sides of his existence. Therefore， the resurr巴ctionwhich began in the 
spirit has to come obligatory up to the flesh. 
(40) 
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March 9 
And this is the will of him that sent me， that of al that which he 
hath given me 1 should lose nothing， but should raise it up at the last 
day. For this is the will of my Father， that every one that beholdeth 
the Son， and believeth on him， should have eternal life; and 1 will raise 
him up at the last day. (John 6: 39， 40.) 
“Now the Lord is the Spirit."29) Lord Jesus is the Special Spirit. 
It is not the sam巴 spiritof which is usually said-“There is spirit in a 
man." It is the spirit which is the source of new life. It is th巴 spirit，
the essence of spiritual existence. It is a germ of the new life saying 
“God's nature abides in him."30) This seed abides in a man and therewith 
it begins a growth of the spiritual body， and it enters into the eternal 
life through the resurrection and ascension at the last. Th巴 Lord's
saying “1 am the resurrection and the life."31) shows this fact. The 
resurrection of a believer does not exist separately from Jesus. The 
resurrection is in Jesus， and only in Him. 
お1arch10 
Blessed are they that have been persecuted for righteousness' sake: 
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are ye when men shall 
reproach you， and persecute you， and say al manner of evil against you 
falsely， for my sake. Rejoice， and be exceeding glad: for great is your 
reward in heaven: for so persecuted they the prophets that were before 
you. (Matthew 5 : 10-12.) 
Christ said，“Whoever kills you will think he is 0任eringservice to 
God.円32) Th巴ypersecute us since they believe that we are wicked. So 
we should extend our sympathy to their persecution. They intend to 
kill us for justice. They intend to carry 0妊 ourlives for society， hu-
manity， yes， in some cases， because of the Christianity which w巴 believ巴
in. Therefore， there is a piece of lovable sincerity in their anger. We 
ought to pray for them and must not hate. 
March 11 
Verily， verily， 1 say unto you， Except a grain of wh巴atfall into the 
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earth and die， itabideth by itself a1one; but if it die， itbeareth much 
fruit. (John 12: 24.) 
Death is not death， but a birth to a new 1ife. With death a new 
1ife starts. 1n the flesh， there is not a spiritua1 1ife fr巴efrom any 
obstacle. “The desires of the flesh are against the Spirit， and the desires 
of the Spirit are against the fl巴sh;for these are opposed to each other."33) 
If the spirit wants to be spiritua1 perfect， itis ob1iged to expect to become 
extinct of the flesh， its enemy. By removing obstac1es which are against 
the spirit， death will be ab1e to accomplish its progress freely. Separated 
from the flesh， the spirit will grow up of itself and will flourish in its 
activities. The spirit is one person's spirit as it abides in the flesh， 
however， separating from the flesh， itcan join with many spirits together. 
“I， when 1 am 1ifted up from the earth， wiU draw al men to myself."34) 
Even Jesus cou1d not draw al men to him and turn them into himse1f 
until separated from his flesh and 1ifted up from the earth. 
March 12 
And he saith unto them， Because of your lit1e faith: for verily 1 
say unto you， Ifye have faith as a grain of mustard seed， ye shall say 
unto this mountain，“Remove hence to yonder p1ace"; and it shall r巴move;
and nothing shall be impossib1e unto you. (Matthew 17: 20.) 
Faith is the spiritua1 ability in this case. This privi1ege was given 
to man as man is 10rd of God's creation， and it is said that with this 
ability， there is nothing impossib1e to him when he wants to exercise 
this ability over the natura1 wor1d. Neverthe1ess， mankind had 10st this 
ability at the time when he was separated from God. He does not now 
contro1 nature but he is in pain of its restaint. One of the great purposes 
of Christ's descent is to give this first privi1eg巴 tomankind again. 
That is， to give the same abi1ity to us， who be1ieve and 10ve Him， as 
Christ himse1f has who was a1ways above nature and was not been he1d 
back by its restraint. 
March 13 
1t is better to trust in the Lord than to put con剖 encein man. 1t 
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is better to trust in the Lord than to put con五dencein princes. (Psalms 
118: 8， 9.) 
The one to rely on is God， not man. 1t is much better to rely on 
Him than on a marquis or a count. Depending on man， the disap圃
pointment is ceaseless， depending on the marquis and count， there are 
many disgraces. Their hate and love are inconstant， their praise and 
censure at times are changeable. Jehovillh is not so， He is the unchanging 
rock eternally. He is our refuge when we become weak.35) He is our 
support when we die. 1n depending on Him， darlmess sends forth light 
glowingly， downfall increases consolation stil more. D巴pendingon Him 
there is no disgrace. Depending on Him， our lives will get nearer to 
heavenly welfare increasing in glory in proportion as our ages increase 
like the rising sun increases its brilliance more and more and goes up 
to the high noon. Jehovah turns His holy face toward us and heals our 
solitude while riches， honour， court， rank and decoration 0妊erus no 
consolation. 
March 14 
Jesus Christ is th巴 sameyesterday and to-day， yea and forever. Be 
not carried away by diverse and strange teachings. (Hebrews 13: 8， 9.) 
1n history 1 r巴adthat countries rose and fell to ruin again， nations 
prosper巴dand declined. Only one thing 1 see， that firmly stands in 
a decaying age， looking toward heaven. The cross of Christ is this. The 
Cross emits its bri1iancy ceaselessly while the world passes and man 
changes. Only this will remain alone and will shine on the world when 
al things come to trifling. The Cross is the fulcrum of history， and it 
is a solid rock， on which human life depends. Without depending on 
this there is no firmness， no eternal life. All things are dayflies except 
the Cross. Only Christ is the person who is everlasting. 
March 15 
If thou， Lord， shouldest mark iniquities， 0 Lord， who shall stand? 
But there is forgiveness with thee， that thou mayest be feared. 1 wait 
for the Lord， my soul doth wait， and in his word do 1 hope. My soul 
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waiteth for the Lord more than they that watch for th巴 morning: I 
say， more than they that watch for the morning. (Psalms 130: 3-6.) 
There is not even a bit of good within me when 1 reflect on myself. 
There is only uncleanness， malice， evil desire and avarice. Supposing I 
cannot get near God unless I have to clean them away myself. 1 will 
not be able to get near God after all. However， God is greater than 
my sin. He will save me in spite of my sins. That is， He will kill my 
sins for me to make me belong to Him. The hope of my salvation exists 
wholly in God's favor. There is not a hope that 1 can be saved unless 
He will bestow favor on me. 
March 16 
We are pressed on every side， yet not straitened; perplexed， yet not 
unto despair; pursued， yet not forsaken; smitten down， yet not destroyed ; 
alw呂ysbearing about in the body the dying of Jesus， that the life also 
of Jesus may be manifested in our body. (1I. Corinthians (4: 8-10.) 
If one wants to do something for God， one first of al must die to 
himself. Party spirit or patriotism are stil mixed with ego. After 1 have 
died in myself， then for the first time 1 will live in God. 1 have no fear 
when 1 live in God. Leaving fear， 1 have clear understanding. ln gospel-
preaching for God， anxiety， policy and method (except the natural com司
mon way) do not make any confusion in my work. The world should 
turn into me and 1 should not submit to the world to fit the world's 
taste. Although the world stands on the opposite side altogether， 1 
have to stand firmly alone on this side. It exists in me as that pine and 
oak which do not with巴runder heavy snow and frost. In me， itremains 
composed as a great mountain stands solemnly. My existence benefits 
al people， and a voice of mine calms high s巴as. Doing for God， for 
the first time， the mission work benefits the world. 
March 17 
For the preaching of the cross is to them that perish foolishness ; 
but unto us which are saved it is the power of God. (1. Corinthians 
1: 18.) 
(4) 
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How to save my spirit? -Without loud lament Christianity cannot 
be understood after al. Christianity is not a kind of philosophy， some司
thing like Buddhism as some one says. Nor is it a device for training 
of courage like a Zen36) sect. Christianity is the great ability in order 
to save the spirit. Descending of Christ and the atonement on the Cross 
are in short， al acts of God to save the spirit; so we cannot understand 
its true meaning if we apply these happenings to things out of the spirit. 
March 18 
Then the angel of the Lord put forth the end of the sta妊thatwas 
in his hand， and touched the flesh and the unleavened cakes; and there 
rose up fire out of the rock， and consumed the flesh and the unleavend 
cakes. Then the angel of the Lord departed out of his sight. And 
when Gideon perceived that he was an angel of the Lord， Gideon said， 
“Alas， 0 Lord God! for because 1 have seen an angel of the Lord face 
to face." (Judges， 6: 21， 22.) 
However， itwas not necessary for Gideon to be afraid， he would 
not die. Jehovah did not appear to Gideon to kill him. He appeared to 
him to save him and to save his home and country through him. Also， 
God did not appear to him as God， but as Jehovah， Jehovah is God; 
but He is not God as the sovereign of the universe. He is God as the 
Saviour of mankind. He superintends the universe. His hands have 
power and ability. However， when he came to the world to save men， 
he appeared as being a form of man with mod巴styin him. Jehovah is 
God that can be seen by man. He forinerly appeared to Moses， and 
revealed himself as Jehovah. Later on， he appeared to the world as Jesus 
Christ， and atoned for the sins of al people. 
March 19 
Thou shalt guide me with thy counsel， and afterward receive me to 
glory. Whom have 1 in heaven but th田?and there is none upon earth 
that 1 desire besides thee. My flesh and my heart faileth: but God is 
the strength of my heart， and my portion for ever. (Psalm 73: 24-26.) 
Spirit and flesh is originally one， and these two things can not 
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easi1y be separated from each other. However， as a result of sin， man 
had fallen into a misfortune that caused spirit and flesh to become sepa-
rate. 1t is ind巴edextreme1y sad， 1ikewise， that wor1d1y sinners shou1d be 
doomed to a death sentence. That we not on1y abhor death， but we 
are fearfu1 of death is that we know mankind to be condemned to d巴ath
as a punishment of sin. That the idea of death is accompanied with 
an extreme1y sad feeling is due exact1y to this， 1 be1ieve. Ah， who does 
not fear death? A1so， who does not hope for resurrection? If a man 
shou1d once meet death as a resu1t of his sins， then is not hoping for 
new flesh to be given as a result of the forgiveness of the sins， a fair 
prayer to be 1urking at the bottom of his heart? 
March 20 
So a1so is the resurrection of the dead. 1t is sown in corruption; 
it is raised in incorruption: it is sown in dishonor; it is raised in glory: 
it is sown in weakness; it is raised in power: it is sown a natura1 body; 
it is raised a spiritua1 body. If th巴reis a natura1 body， there is a1so a 
spiritua1 body. (1 Corinthians 15: 42-44.) 
Saying that the resurrection may be superstitious is the same as 
saying that prayer may be superstitous. After al they don't understand 
what it is al about. The resurrection which Christianity teaches is that 
this flesh does not mean to come to 1ife as it is again. Th巴 truemean帽
ing of the resurrection is reviva1， 1ife is given to the flesh an巴w. We 
are not those who want to return to this wor1d after death. We hope 
that we will be given a new 1ife stil more after death and go to a new 
wor1d. 
恥1arch21 
Ye are the sa1t of the earth: but if the salt have 10st his savour， 
wherewith shall it be salted? 1t is thenceforth good for nothing， but to 
be cast out， and to be trodden under foot of men. (Matthew 5: 13.) 
Earth1y 1ife is easi1y corrupted. 1ts flesh time is short， and the 
term of its 1ive1y period is a 1it1e whi1e. The earth1y 1ife corrupts at once 
and hardens after a whi1e. Herewith， the salt is necessary. Something 
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that may preserv巴 goodthings already acquired， exalting its beauty to 
help cultivation of the earth anew is necessary. It is necessary， for a 
believer who has received God's word of life in his spirit to respond to 
this request of the earth. By him， various virtues other than those of the 
gospel， and th巴 goodother the believer's good are kept， displayed and 
circulated. And it is a fact that cannot be hidden in the world. 
Through the gospel of Christ， old morals and faith had been resurrected 
in their real meaning. 
March 22 
For 1 am already being 0丘巴red，and the time of my .departure has 
come. 1 have fought the good fight， 1 have finished the course， 1 have 
kept the faith: henceforth there is laid up for me the crown of right-
eousness， which the Lord， th巴 righteousjudge， shall give to me at that 
day; and not to me only， but also to al them that have loved his ap-
pearing. (I. Timothy 4: 6-8.) 
A believer is a servant of God. He was entrusted with special im胸
portant works by his Master. So he should not die until he carries out 
these important works， and he will never die until that time. Livingstone's 
saying “We shall not die til we finish our mission." is the conviction 
of a believer. While he has not finished his mission as yet， he will not 
die. However， ifhe has五nishedwhat he should have accomplished， he 
will die. He must not urge God with prayer for long life. For him 
who has nothing to do， italready， isneedless to live longer in this 
world. “Why should it use up the ground?"37) The servant， ifhe has 
carried out his master's work， may than leave. He should say to himself 
that h巴 doesn'twant to live any longer， but he only wants to do his 
master's work. 
March 23 
And as he passed by， he saw a man blind from his birth. And his 
disciples asked him， saying， Rabbi， who sinned， this man， or his parents， 
that he should be bom blind? Jesus answered， Neither did this man 
sin， nor his parents: but that the works of God should be made manifest 
in him. (John 9: 1-3.) 
(47) 
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Here a disaster has been interpreted entirely from the standpoint of 
favours. Jesus said decisively here that blindness is not Divine punish岨
ment， but an opportunity to bring favours; in spite of that it is considered 
a special Divine punishment， in every country. Thes巴 arebold words 
indeed. This cannot be said except by the Son of God. With this 
word of Jesus， the attitude of mankind toward the disaster has been 
completely changed. Yes， itshould be a complete change. It is not 
a disaster， nor heaven's vengeance， nor an expression of God's anger， 
it is the opposite of them. The disast巴ris an opportunity that God's 
act may appear openly. Therefore it is a favour if man employes it 
according to its purpose. All fieshly hardships are favours which God 
gave us. This is the great gospel which Jesus had particulary conveyed 
to men， al Christians ought to interpret human life in accordance with 
this Gospel. 
March 24 
Be merciful unto me， 0 Lord: for 1 cry unto thee daily. Rejoice 
the soul of the servant: for unto thee， 0 Lord， do 1 lift up my soul. 
For thou， Lord， art good， and ready to forgive; and pleanteous in mercy 
unto al who call upon thee. (Psalm 86: 3-5.) 
There is the judgment of God in the future， that is sure. However， 
the God of love Himself does not judge a man， He left al of that to 
His Son. And while we are judged by Christ who is merciful and fond 
of forgiveness， we are judged most favorably. When Christ judges a 
man， He puts the weight on the pity of the man sinc巴 Heis fond of 
the pity and does not regard the festivities themselves. Pity is the 
standard when Christ judges a man. The so-called righteousness is not 
things of purity nor innocence， and so-called faith is not perfection 
in doctrine， ceremony and mission work. It is pity， forgiving heart， 
favoring nature and th巴 actof love. The eternal fortune of man is 
decided by this. The last judgement is that of love. The distinction 
between endless punishment and eternal life will be decided by whether 
we loved or not 
(48) 
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March 25 
W巴 knowthat to them that love God al things work together for 
good， even to them that are called according to his purpose. (Romans 
8 :28.) 
Observe the universe and human life in the believing of resurrection. 
Then what a beautiful place the universe would be! How human life 
would become joyful! “We shall not al sleep， but we shall al be 
changed， in a moment， in the twinkling of an eye， at the last trumpet. 
For the trumpet will sound， and the dead will be raised imperishable， 
and we shall be changed.門的 Having this faith indeed， death will leave 
no fear， and frightful and sorrowful things will vanish from the world 
Spring coming after winter， a nightingale singing the melody of early 
spring on the branch of a plum司tr邑e，flowers' morning and moonlight 
evening， al will b巴comethe foundation of hope and pleasure with not 
even a speck of tragic particles mixed in. We will come to enjoy the 
beauty of nature and not to think of its sorrow and misery. 
お1arch26 
Jesus ther巴foresaid unto them， Verily， verily， 1 say unto you， Except 
ye eat the flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood， ye have not life 
in yourselves. He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath 
eternal life; and 1 will raise him up at the last day. (John 6: 53， 54.) 
“1"-Jesus Christ， full of ability， He， who said that He was given 
al powers in heaven and on earth， He， having had e玄perienceof raising 
one from the dead during the time He was in the world， He， having done 
various other mysterious deeds， He， being the greatest historical power 
in elevating the human race， He， dwelling in our believers' spirit and 
accomplishing moral changes which no one can do， He， son of God， 
king of the human race， our Saviour， Lord Jesus Christ will raise us from 
the dead， itis said. 1t is not said that Peter or Paul or John did this 
miracle. J巴susChrist， the Son of God who said，“1 am the resurrection 
and the life，"39) will do this thing. This is no wonder， but natural. 
(49) 
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孔1arch27 
Enoch lived sixty and five years， and begat Methuselah: and Eonch 
walked with God after he begat Methuselah thre巴 hundredyears， and 
begat sons and daughters: and al the days of Enoch were three hundred 
sixty and五veyears and Enoch walked with God: and he was not; for 
God took him. (Genesis 5: 21-24.) 
“To walk" means walk quietly. 1t is not to fly， nor to run， but to 
walk. 1t is not like a great leap， nor speeding away nor crying out， 
but sp巴ndingour daily life quietly dependent on God， with patience fol-
lowing His command. 1t is not to dare a great undertaking， nor great 
missionary work， nor a great miracle; however， only thinking much of 
God's command， obeying His words， believing that belief in God， work 
and spending a modest life are not something comparable to inactivity. 
The most part of faithful faith is in patience. 1t is quiet， and waiting 
and hoping; it is the life that is sufficient in himself in God. Also， if
he receives nothing from God， he does not ask for other things because 
he was given God Himself. 
March 28 
Remember ye not the former things， neither consider the things of 
old. Behold， 1 will do a new thing; now shall it spring forth; shall ye 
not know it? 1 will even make a way in the wild巴rness，and rivers in 
the desert. (1saiah， 43: 18， 19.) 
When a man is born in the world， he is newly born. He receives 
very little of his ancestors' heredity. A virtuous man is bom from a 
wicked man， and a healthy boy is bom from a constitutionally weal王
mother. God begins newly His holy work with everybody. 1t is not 
necessary to fear bad ancestors. Man， every one， iscreated directly by 
God like Adam and Eve. A voice of reform rises at each infant birth. 
Hope is coming momentarily in this world. We need not to be overly 
afraid of accumulation of corruption. 
March 29 
Therefore judge nothing before the time， until the Lord comes， who 
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both will bring to light the hidden things of darkness， and wili make 
manifest the counsels of the h巴arts:and then shall evry man have praise 
of God. (1. Corinthians 4: 5.) 
One who becomes巴nragedwith imperfect creation， gets angry that 
Christians have many faults， blames God， scorns believers and rejects the 
gospel or throws it away， does not want to see it at its perfection 
though he sees God's holy work only halfway. The salvation has already 
begun. However， ithas not yet been五nished，it is on the way to 
perfection. And when it is accomplished， itshall be what no eye has 
seen， nor ear heard， nor the heart of man conceived.40) Therefore， we 
should wait. Believers should wait for perfection of thems巴lves. NOIト
believers should also wait until the time comes， when they want to make 
their final decision concerning God， and the Gospel and believers. 
March 30 
Lord Jesus Christ gave himself for our sins， that he might deliver 
us from this present evil world， according to the will of God and our 
Father. (Galatians 1: 4.) 
Christ is not a physician nor statesman. His mission was to be the 
saviour of the spirit， He was the matchless being among mankind in 
view of the nature of the work He did. The one who redeems the spirit 
is the same one who forgives man's sins and gives satisfaction to his 
conseience. Such a man is not a moralist nor a philosopher. No matter 
how great a noble man， virtuous man， or a great scholar he is， he cannot 
redeem man's sin nor forgive him. It will not be hard to know what a 
man Christ is， ifwe know the existence of the spirit and what it requires. 
We must say it is very necessary for our existence to have such a person 
as Christ descending and works which have been done by Himself， since 
we hav巴 spirit.
March 31 
For this corruptible must put on incorruption， and this mortal must 
put on immortality. But when this corruptible shall have put on incor-
ruption， and this mortal shall have put on immortality， then shall come 
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to pass the saying that is writt巴n，Death is swallowed up in victory. (1 
Corinthians 15: 53， 54.) 
Yes， 1 believe that my saviour has risen from death. J ews， who 
killed the righteous man and believed that man died， were so super五cial.
Why didn't they strike the Himalayas and believe that the mountains 
would fall down? The One whom 1 love did not die. Nature does not 
abandon its own creatIon. Will God slight one that He made? His 
body would have rotted， the h巴mpgarment which wrapped his dead body 
would have returned to dust. However， His heart， His lov巴， His courage 
and his五delity. -Ah! if these vanish with flesh together， the universe 
would have pr巴achedto us an error， and the saints have deceived th巴
world. 1 don't know in what way， with what body and in which place， 
1 will see Him again. 
“Love does dream， Faith does trust 
Somehow somewhere meet we must." 川市ittier_41l
5. Notes: 
1) Kanzo Uchimura， "The Complete Works of Kanzo Uchimura" Vol. 15 (To・
kyo: Iwanami Shoten， 1933)， pp. 454-456 
2) Romans 1: 1. 
3) Kanzo Uchimura， "The Complete Works of Kanzo Uchimura" Vol. 15 (To-
kyo: Iwanami Shoten， 1933)， pp. 444-446 
4) Galatians 3・23，24
5) See Naoshi Koike，“Kanzo Uchimura: A Summary of His Life and Faith" 
(The Memoirs of the Muroran Institute of Technology， Vol. 5， No.2， 1965)， 
pp. 356-358. 
6) Kanzo Uchimura， "The Complete Works of Kanzo Uchimura" Vol. 16 (To-
kyo: Iwanami Shoten， 1933)， pp. 26-36. 
7) cf. Matthew 5: 21 
cf. Ibid.， 5: 4. 
8) Kanzo Uchimura， ，‘The Complete W orks of Kanzo Uchimura" Vol. 15 (To・
kyo: 1 wanami Shoten， 1933)， pp. 546-548. 
9) 1. Cor. 15: 10. 
10) Konzo Uchimura， "The Complete Works of Kanzo Uchimura" Vol. 16 (To刷
kyo: Iwana旧四m凶iShot民e釘叩n民1，1933司)， pp. 2μ4 一-26.
(52) 
Japan: 1ts Mission Kanzo Uchirnur咽a 53 
11) Kanzo Uchimura， "The Cornplete Works of Kanzo Uchirnura" Vol. 15 (To司
kyo: 1 wanarni Shot巴n，1933)， p.573. 
12) 1saiah 2: 5 
13) See Naoshi Koike，“Kanzo Uchirnura: Surnrnary of His Life and Faith" 
(The Mernoirs of the Muroran 1nstitute of Technology， Vol. 5， No. 1， 1965)， 
p. 381 
14) Kanzo Uchirnura， "The Cornplete Works of the Diaries and lett巴rsof Kanzo 
Uchirnura" Vol. 2 (Tokyo: Kyobun-kwan， 1964)， p.314. 
15) Matthew 6 : 26
1bid， 6: 28. 
16) Mark 10: 18 
17) 1bid.， 4: 37， 38. 
18) John 11・25.
19) Genesis 2: 19. 
20) John 14: 19. 
21) Psalrns 18: 33. 
22) Ephesians 2: 8 
23) Hebrow 4: 15 
24) See Matthew 6 : 22
25) 2 Sarnuel 12: 7 
26) 1 Tirnothy 1: 15. 
27) Mark 8: 36 
28) 1 Tirnothy 1: 15. 
29) 2 Corinthians 3: 17. 
30) 1 John 3: 9 
31) John 11: 25. 
32) Ibid.， 16: 2. 
33) Galatians 5: 17. 
34) John 12: 32. 
35) Psalrns 46 : l.
36) Dhyana， a kind of Buddhisrn， silent rneditatIon. 
37) Luke 13: 7 
38) 1 Corinthians 15: 51， 52. 
39) John 11・25
40) 1 Corinthians 2: 9. 
41) John Greenleaf Whittier， 1807-1892. American poet 
(53) 
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